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Differential cross sections have been measured near 0± for the dominant channels in the mirror
reaction13C(13N,13C)13N at EyA  57 and 105 MeV. The cross sections of the peaks in the excitation
spectrum are discussed in terms of Gamow-Teller and Fermi transition strength. The cross sec
per unit Gamow-Teller strength is found to be enhanced relative to that for unit Fermi strength wh
compared with previous results fromsp, nd reactions. The present work represents the first use o
a mirror-symmetric projectile and target system in a charge-exchange reaction as well as the
application of the developing radioactive nuclear beam field to this area.
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Recent developments in the rapidly growing field o
radioactive nuclear beams (RNB) have opened up n
areas of research, and RNBs are expected to help ans
a number of important questions in nuclear physics. E
periments with a wide variety of radioactive nuclei, man
of them of astrophysical importance, have become pos
ble, and exciting new phenomena are being observed.

Among the new capabilities provided by RNBs ar
nuclear reaction studies with mirror nuclear pairs, sin
only one member of a mirror pair can be stable. Because
their special symmetry, mirror pairs are useful tools for th
study of the strong force in a nuclear environment, and th
provide a unique opportunity for attaining the long-term
goal of understanding charge exchange in heavy ions.
the present work, we study the relative importance of sp
flip and non-spin-flip contributions to heavy-ion charg
exchange (HICEX) and investigate the usefulness of th
reaction for determining Gamow-Teller (GT) transitio
strengths in nuclei. Weak-interaction strengths are
fundamental interest for our understanding of the nucle
and GT matrix elements are important input paramete
in nuclear astrophysics calculations for a large number
radioactive nuclei [1].

The most direct measurements of GT transitio
strengths,BsGTd, are obtained from allowedb decay,
but are limited by the small accessible excitation ener
range. Charge-exchangesp, nd reactions at energies
above 100 MeV have long been used to measure G
strengths over a wide range of excitation energies, an
well-established relationship exists between the forwa
cross sectiondsydVs0±d and BsGTd [2,3]. This latter
method can in principle also be used for unstable nuclei
means of inverse-kinematics experiments with radioacti
beams on hydrogen targets. If good energy resolution is
0031-9007y96y76(1)y26(4)$06.00
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be obtained, however, these experiments will be difficul
since they involve the detection of rather low-energy
neutrons. Furthermore, experiments in theb1 direction
are not possible, since there are no neutron targets.

Heavy-ion charge exchange has the potential to becom
a powerful tool for GT strength measurements if a reliabl
calibration analogous to that in thesp, nd case can be
found or, more desirably, if the reaction mechanism an
its relation to GT strength can be understood in detai
HICEX offers favorable kinematics, the capability to
sample both theb1 andb2 directions, and the additional
advantage of quantum selectivity for certain projectile
ejectile choices. In the (6Li, 6He) reaction, for example,
final states can be chosen that limit the transitions t
DS  1, DT  1 [4]. Experimental efforts with stable
beams have relied on calibration to known GT transition
for the extraction of new information in the same nucleu
and have found a good correlation between forwar
cross section and transition strength [4–6]. By studyin
reaction products around 0±, small linear and angular
momentum transfers are favored. Contributions from th
competing process of sequential stripping and picku
of nucleons are estimated from a systematic study o
the 12C(12C,12N)12B reaction, where GT strengths are
comparable, to be approximately 30% near 60 MeV an
negligible atEyA $ 100 MeV [7]. Based on the work
outlined in Refs. [5,8], further complications that arise
from the structure and finite size of the projectile are
expected to be of little importance in the present situation
Elastic and inelastic scattering at backward angles, whic
contributes coherently to charge exchange, is negligib
due to the strong absorption (see, e.g., Ref. [9]).

Two 13C(13N,13C)13N experiments were performed at
the MSU NSCL radioactive-beam facility with secondary-
© 1995 The American Physical Society
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beam energies per nucleon of 57 and 105 MeV. The A1
fragment separator was used in a dispersion-matched m
[10], achieving an energy resolution (FWHM) of 1 Me
(1.5 MeV) atEyA  57 MeV (105 MeV) despite an en
ergy spread of the secondary beam of approxima
15 MeV (27 MeV). Detailed experimental parameters a
given in Table I. The primary14N beam impinged on a
thick 9Be target, producing projectile fragments with ne
beam velocities. The first A1200 dipole stage was se
select 13N ions, collimate them, and focus them onto
thin 13C-labeled polyethylene target located at a disp
sive intermediate image. The13C reaction products were
focused by the second dipole stage onto the A1200 fo
plane, which consisted of two two-dimensional positio
sensitive drift chambers, a position-sensitive silicon det
tor, and a large plastic scintillator. Positions and angle
well as time-of-flight, energy loss, and total-energy sign
were recorded for each ion. Particle trajectories measu
at the focal plane were converted into scattering angle
the reaction target, and angular distributions were obtai
for the secondary beam as well as the reaction produ
Using 13N as a test beam, trajectories at the reaction
get and the focal plane were recorded simultaneously,
the ion-optical parameters of the A1200 were determin
The excitation energy was measured by means of the
mentum dispersion of the13C nuclei at the focal plane
13N ions exiting the reaction target in the61 charge state
had magnetic rigidities very close to the13C reaction prod-
ucts and provided a convenient energy calibration. T
13N61y13N71 charge state ratio was experimentally det
mined at the two energies (see Table I), and the13N61 rate
was used to monitor the secondary-beam intensity.

Figures 1 and 2 show the focal-plane position spec
recorded simultaneously for the13N61 charge state and th
(13N,13C) reaction products atEyA  57 and 105 MeV,
respectively. The slight shift and larger width of th
13C ground state (g.s.) peak compared to13N61 is due to
differential energy loss in the reaction target. The peak
sp, nd spectra can be readily associated with states in
target nucleus, but the present situation is complicated
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FIG. 1. 13C(13N,13C)13N energy spectrum atEyA  57 MeV.
The top curve is a calculation using the experimentally obtain
sp values and shell-model GT strengths [11], scaled by
conventional quenching factor of 0.67 [11] and convolut
with the experimental resolution. The curve closely resemb
the general shape of the experimental data (bottom) over
accessible excitation-energy range. The bottom curve is a fi
the data with the peak heights as free parameters and is
in determining the cross sections. The inset shows the13N61

secondary-beam charge state, observed simultaneously.

the fact that both target and projectile can be excited.
the following discussion, we will concentrate on the tw
lowest-lying negative-parity states in theA  13 mirror
pair: theJp  1y22 ground state and the3y22 excited
state at 3.68 MeV (3.50 MeV for13N). These are the
only states below 10 MeV that are strongly excited
charge-exchange reactions in this energy region [12],
they dominate the low-energy part of the spectrum. T
peaks in Figs. 1 and 2 are identified as follows: (a) g
both ejectile and target residue are in their ground sta
(b) single excitation (SE), the target residue is in the1y22

ground state and the ejectile in the3y22 state, or vice versa
and (c) double excitation (DE), both nuclei are in the3y22

state. The unresolved structure above 10 MeV excitat
energy represents GT transitions to a number of negat
nts.
TABLE I. Experimental parameters and results for the mirror charge-exchange experime

13N energy EyA  57 MeV EyA  105 MeV
Intensity (approx.) 5 3 106 s21 6 3 105 s21

Reaction target 13C, 9.0 mgycm2 13C, 18.0 mgycm2

13C resolution 2.0 MeV 2.4 MeV
13N61y13N71 ratio s1.0 6 0.1d 3 1025 s1.5 6 0.2d 3 1026

13Cg.s. dsydVs0±d 17 6 3 mbysr 16 6 3 mbysr
13CSE dsydVs0±d 15 6 3 mbysr 22 6 4 mbysr
13CDE dsydVs0±d 44 6 8 mbysr 56 6 10 mbysr
s

p
F 15 6 2 mbysr 13 6 2 mbysr

s
p
GT 55 6 10 mbysr 74 6 13 mbysr

Other resultsa s3He, td EyA  67 MeV sp, nd E  160 MeV
s

p
F 5.5 6 0.5 mbysr 1.6 6 0.3 mbysr

s
p
GT 4.1 6 0.2 mbysr 4.2 6 1.2 mbysr

aReferences [12,13].
27
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FIG. 2. Energy spectrum and fit for the13C(13N,13C)13N
reaction at EyA  105 MeV. Higher excitations—one at
9.48 MeV—were also allowed in the fit to obtain a reliabl
measure of the DE cross section.

parity states in the 10–15 MeV region in the targ
residue, in combination with GT transitions to either th
1y22 or the3y22 states in the ejectile as the only particle
stable negative-parity states in13C.

The present data were obtained with a spectrome
acceptance of approximately 3 msr, centered around±,
and with significant sensitivity out to 4±, as shown by the
solid line in Fig. 3. Since the secondary beam was t
intense for counting individual13N ions at the reaction
target, a compromise between beam rate and ang
resolution was achieved by limiting the13N beam to an
angular width of 10 mrad. The13N61 angular distribution

FIG. 3. Angular distribution for the13N61 secondary-beam
charge state and theEyA  105 MeV 13C(13N,13C)13N DE
reaction products, shown as an example. The experime
data have been corrected for acceptance, and the error
represent statistical uncertainty only. The solid curve sho
the spectrometer acceptance calculated with the computer c
TURTLE [19]. The dashed curve is a Gaussian fit to the da
which is used in deconvoluting the secondary-beam resolutio
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is shown in the top part of Fig. 3. In order to extrac
the forward cross section from the measured spectra,
angular width of the secondary beam had to be subtrac
in quadrature from the (13N,13C) spectra. This correction
was achieved by fitting the data with a Gaussian curv
which produced a satisfactory fit (see Fig. 3). In all case
the cross section was found to be very forward peak
with widths (FWHM) of less than 3± and 2± in the center-
of-mass system (c.m.) for the 57 and 105 MeV case
respectively. The forward cross sectiondsydVs0±d was
determined from the unfolded width and the peak are
The results are listed in Table I.

For sp, nd reactions, the relationship of zero-degre
cross section to target transition strength is conventiona
written [3] as

dsydVs0±d  ŝFFsq, vdBsFd 1 ŝGTFsq, vdBsGTd ,
(1)

whereŝF andŝGT are the cross sections per unit transitio
strength, andFsq, vd is a function of momentum transfer
q, and energy loss,v, which approaches unity asq andv

approach zero.Fsq, vd is estimated from systematics [3
to be greater than 0.95 (0.98) for the 57 MeV (105 MeV
experiment and will not be considered in the following
The empirical relationship for the ratio of the unit cros
sections, used to calibratesp, nd spectra at energies be
tween 50 and 200 MeV, iŝsGTyŝF  sEpy55 MeVd2 [3].
For HICEX, a more general form for the relationship be
tween cross section and transition strength is needed:

dsydVs0±d  sp
FBsFdPBsFdT 1 sp

GTBsGTdPBsGTdT ,
(2)

where the transition strengths in both projectile (P) and
target (T ) are taken into account, andsp replacesŝ. The
latter is only defined for thesp, nd reaction, wheresp

F 
ŝF and s

p
GT 

1
3 ŝGT , sinceBsFd  1 and BsGTd  3.

The structural symmetry of the mirror nuclei allows us t
write

dsydVs0±dg.s.  sp
FBsFd2

1y22 1 sp
GTBsGTd2

1y22 , (3)

dsydVs0±dSE  2sp
GTBsGTd1y22 BsGTd3y22 , (4)

dsydVs0±dDE  sp
GTBsGTd2

3y22 . (5)

There is no mixing of Fermi and GT-type transitions
since the interaction is one step in nature. Using our me
sured cross sections,BsFd1y22  1, and the literature
valuesBsGTd1y22  0.200 6 0.004 (from b decay) and
BsGTd3y22  0.83 6 0.03 [from thesp, nd reaction] [12],
we can solve forsp

F and s
p
GT . The results are given in

Table I. For comparison, we have included experimen
results obtained for13C targets with beams of protons
and 3He [12,13]. The specific cross sections found fo
the present case are surprisingly large, ands

p
GT shows a

small increase with increasing energy, whiles
p
F decreases

slightly. This is in contrast withsp, nd charge exchange,
wheres

p
GT remains unchanged, whilesp

F decreases with
energy [3]. In 12C(12C,12N)12B HICEX, however, an
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increase in GT cross section has been observed, with
ues fors

p
GT of 5.4 mbysr (17 mbysr) atEyA  70 MeV

(135 MeV) [5,6]. The increase in cross section is a
tributed to enhanced transparency of the nucleus at hig
energy [6]. A test of proportionality that is independen
of calibration is obtained by combining Eqs. (4) and (5)

dsydVs0±dDE

dsydVs0±dSE


BsGTd3y22

2 BsGTd1y22

. (6)

The experimentally obtained values for the left-han
side of Eq. (6) are2.9 6 0.5 (2.5 6 0.7) for the 57 MeV
(105 MeV) experiment, in fair agreement with the righ
hand-side value of2.08 6 0.09. A model calculation
[14] for the 13C(13N,13C)13N reaction atEyA  70 MeV
predicts 3.5 mbysr for the GT part of the forward
g.s. cross section. The experimental value, determin
from Eq. (3), is2.2 6 0.4 mbysr.

For further comparison, the values ofs
p
GTys

p
F as a

function of energy for the three charge-exchange re
tions 13Csp, nd13N [3,12,15],13Cs3He, td13N [13,16], and
13Cs13N,13 Cd13N are shown in Fig. 4. The data indicat
thats

p
GTys

p
F increases with projectile mass. We attribu

this increase to the strong absorption in heavy-ion re
tions, which selects large impact parameters and theref
emphasizes the longest-range part of the nuclear for
The spin-flip part of the interaction is mediated by singl
pion exchange and hence is enhanced with respect to
non-spin-flip portion, which has the shorter-range chara
teristics of multiple-pion exchange.

There is a controversy regarding the relationship b
tweensp, nd cross section and GT strength in13C. The
observed cross section for the3y22 state was found to be
small compared to the shell-modelBsGTd value beyond
the well-known GT quenching [12,17]. Some authors [1
contend that the procedure used to calibrate the unit cr
sectionŝGT in the former work is faulty and that it is the

FIG. 4. Energy dependence ofsp
GTys

p
F for a number of

charge-exchange reactions performed on13C targets. The
dotted line is the equivalent of thêsGTyŝF  fEpys55 MeVdg2

curve, scaled appropriately.
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1y22 1y22 GT transition that has an anomalous cross s
tion. We have used the results of Ref. [12] in the pres
paper, since it represents the conventional approach,
the issue remains unresolved at the present time.

In conclusion, we have measured the 0± cross sections
for the three lowest excitations of the13C(13N,13C)13N
reaction in the first mirror charge-exchange experime
The structure of the excitation spectrum permits a sim
interpretation in terms of weak-interaction strengths, a
the symmetry of the mirror pair was exploited to determi
the cross sections per unit transition strength. The ra
of the Gamow-Teller unit cross section to the Ferm
unit cross section was found to be several times lar
than for thesp, nd charge exchange. The present resu
are encouraging and indicate that HICEX could beco
a powerful tool for measurements of GT strengths
radioactive nuclei.
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